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All Roads Seem to Lead to the Law
E certified public accountant has been
THcharged
in the past with the necessity

governing bankruptcies, negotiable instruments, etc.
of acquiring many qualifications, if he wishes
Only recently, however, has the conto merit approbation from all and sundry sciousness of the accountant been pricked
who have occasion, or seize an opportunity, with the necessity of finding out someto pass judgment on him.
thing about negligence and fraud. This
In the past it has been held, that he must necessity arises because of the accountant's
be educated liberally and professionally; relationship to clients in contract and to
trained for his calling and work; careful, those in the general public who may have
clever and skilful, He must be strong in occasion to consider and perhaps act on
health; happy in disposition; poised in the representations in his reports.
the many trying situations in which inNegligence and fraud, in their applicaevitably he will find himself. Like Caesar's tion to accountancy, are governed by comwife, he must be above suspicion. Now, it mon law; not by statutes. By common
seems, he must have considerable knowl- law is meant the decisions which have reedge concerning common law.
sulted from litigated cases. Out of these
Statutory laws of various kinds affecting decisions certain doctrines have been dethe work of the accountant, have had his veloped. The doctrines have been revised
attention for many years. He has known as new light has been thrown on the subthat it was his duty to be familiar with ject matter by new cases and as further
them and to be guided by them. Instances thought has been given by the learned jusof these are the tax laws, the interstate tices who have considered them. Attorcommerce laws, corporation laws, and laws neys try the cases. Juries find the facts.
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The judges instruct as to the law, and apply
it in appropriate situations.
Cases affecting the accountant's liability
have been few in this country. Consequently; there is as yet little related common law. English decisions have constituted the principal authority for decisions.
They have dealt, almost entirely, with relations between the accountant and his
client. Recently, however, the accountant's relationship with third parties has
been brought into the foreground for consideration and decision, and in New York
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State the matter has been carried up to
the Court of Appeals.
The result generally may be regarded as
satisfactory from the accountant's point
of view. The decision, notwithstanding,
presents, most strikingly, the necessity on
the part of the accountant to acquaint
himself with the subjects of negligence
and fraud. He must learn their elements,
their significance and application and how
they affect him in the practice of his profession. Again, the accountant is led to
the law.

